CB500X
ADVENTURE
Accessories featured:
High Windscreen
Front Fog Lamp Kit
Radiator Shroud
Deflector
Knuckle Guards
35L Top Box Kit
Mainstand
Rear Carrier
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Carbon-look Front Mudguard
08F85-MGZ-J00

Hugger
08F70-MGZ-J00

Left Under Cowl
08F81-MGZ-J40

This high quality, carbon-look front
mudguard featuring the Honda Racing
logo, will give your bike the racer’s
touch.

Protect the rear shock from dirt and water splashed from the rear tyre with this
replacement hugger, including an integrated chain guard.

Add a sporty touch to your motorcycle
with this carbon-fibre effect replacement
Left Under Cowl. Matches the other
carbon-fibre effect accessories.
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£580.00

£170.00
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£35.00

LED Front Fog Lamp Kit
08ETB-MGZ-FLA

Radiator Shroud Set
08F93-MGZ-J80

Deflector
08R71-MGZ-J80

Under Cover
08F83-MGZ-J80

A pair of adjustable bright white LED
Front Fog Lamps for those gloomy
days and nights or when riding in fog.

A set of carbon-fibre effect radiator
shrouds to give your bike a more
focussed look.

A set of left and right black polyurethane
deflectors that fit to the upper fairing and
extend the amount of wind protection for
both rider and pillion.

A 3-piece Belly Pan in carbon-fibre
effect to match the other carbon-fibre
effect accessories and add the finishing
touch to the CB500X.

Please note: All prices include VAT but exclude fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice on
compatibility and a total fitted price, or call
the Honda Contact Centre on 0845 200 8000.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure flawless operation,
seamless fit and 'real world' durability. Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with
a two year warranty. Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

*2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.
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Front Under Cover
08F76-MGZ-J80

High Windscreen
08R70-MGZ-D80ZA

Akrapovic Slip-on Exhaust
08F88-MGZ-900

Knuckle Guards
08P70-MGZ-J80

Add a sporty touch to the front of your
CB500X with this carbon-fibre effect
Front Nose Cowl. Matches the other
carbon-fibre effect accessories.

A Polycarbonate windscreen that
is 105mm higher than the standard
version for improved protection and
rider comfort.

Delivering great looks and increased
performance, this street legal Slip-on
Exhaust features laser engraved
Akrapovic logo, and conforms to all
exhaust system noise level regulations
for street use.

Set of two black Knuckle Guards that
attach to the handlebars to improve
wind and rain protection.
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Rear Carrier
08L71-MGZ-D80ZA

35L Top Box Kit
08ETB-MGZ-TB35X

Pannier Kit
08L70-MGZ-D80

Front Side Pipe
08P00-MGZ-J80ZC

A sturdy, black Rear Carrier with
integrated pillion grab rails that offers
convenient luggage storage space and
is essential if fitting a 35L Top Box.

A Mat Cynos Grey Top Box offering
35L of carrying capacity which can
store one full-face helmet and more.
Quick-locking and easily detachable.
Kit includes Rear Carrier, Top Box Base
and a Lock Kit.

A set of two aerodynamically shaped
panniers especially designed to look
fully integrated on the CB500X.
Two sets of Cylinder Set are required.

Tubular steel frame, specifically
designed for this model. Finished in
metallic silver.

0.5

£105.00

Additional Accessories

Ready-To-Go Packs to suit your style and your budget

Further model accessories not shown
are available:

Tailored accessory packs to maximise your motorcycle enjoyment.
Specifically designed for you and your Honda. To guarantee maximum
enjoyment, they will be precisely fitted by our Honda technicians.

35L Top Box Inner Bag

Adventure Pack

Sport Pack

Travel Pack

Fuel Cap Pad

35L Top Box Kit

35L Top Box Kit

Heated Grip Kit

Pannier Kit

Akrapovic Slip-on
Exhaust

Protective Film

Pannier Covers

Mainstand

Pannier Covers

Optimate Battery Optimiser

High Windscreen

Knuckle Guards

Mainstand

Knuckle Guards

Under Cowl (left)

Heated Grip Kit

Radiator Shroud

Mainstand

Under Cover

Cargo Net
U-Lock

Mainstand
08M70-MGZ-D80

LED Front Fog Lamps are not included.

Outdoor Cover

A necessity for more secure parking
on variable ground surfaces, a
Mainstand also facilitates cleaning
and rear wheel maintenance.

Pannier Kit

Deflector
Front Side Pipe
FR Under Cover

Please note: All prices include VAT but exclude fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice on
compatibility and a total fitted price, or call
the Honda Contact Centre on 0845 200 8000.
Issue date: 06/2015

Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure flawless operation,
seamless fit and 'real world' durability. Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with
a two year warranty. Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

*2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.

CB500X
ADVENTURE

Ready-To-Go Packs to suit your style and your budget
Tailored accessory packs to maximise your motorcycle enjoyment. Specifically designed for
you and your Honda. To guarantee maximum enjoyment, they will be precisely fitted by our
Honda technicians.

Adventure Pack

Travel Pack

Sports Pack

£1,445.00

£1,005.00

£1,115.00

35L Top Box

35L Top Box

L Under Cowl

Rear Carrier

Rear Carrier

Mainstand

29L Pannier Kit

29L Pannier Kit

Knuckle Guards

Colour-matched Pannier Covers

Colour-matched Pannier Covers

Radiator Shroud

Mainstand

Mainstand

Under Cover

Knuckle Guards

Deflector

High Windscreen

Front Side Pipe

Heated Grip Kit

FR Under Cover
Akrapovic Slip-on Exhaust

Please note: All prices include VAT but exclude fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice on
compatibility and a total fitted price, or call
the Honda Contact Centre on 0845 200 8000.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure flawless operation,
seamless fit and 'real world' durability. Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with
a two year warranty. Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

*2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.
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CB500X Adventure Pack

35L Top Box Kit

Rear Carrier

Pannier Kit

Colour-matched Pannier Covers

A Matt Cynos Grey Top Box offering
35L of carrying capacity which can
store one full-face helmet and more.
Quick-locking and easily detachable.
Kit includes Rear Carrier, Top Box
Base and a Lock Kit.

A sturdy, black Rear Carrier with
integrated pillion grab rails that offers
convenient luggage storage space and
is essential if fitting a 35L Top Box.

A set of two aerodynamically shaped
Panniers especially designed to look
fully integrated on the CB500X.

A set of colour-matched pannier lid
panels to add a touch of colour to the
29L Pannier Kit.

Mainstand

Knuckle Guards

A necessity for more secure parking
on variable ground surfaces, a
Mainstand also facilitates cleaning
and rear wheel maintenance.

Set of two black Knuckle Guards that
attach to the handlebars to improve
wind and rain protection.

Heated Grip Kit
Extremely slim Heated Grip Kit, with integrated control for maximum rider-comfort.
Features 3-step variable heating levels, with integrated circuit to protect the battery
from draining and smart heat allocation that focuses on the area of the hands that
are most sensitive to the cold.

High Windscreen

A Polycarbonate windscreen that is 105mm higher than the standard version
for improved protection and rider comfort.

Please note: All prices include VAT but exclude fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice on
compatibility and a total fitted price, or call
the Honda Contact Centre on 0845 200 8000.
Issue date: 06/2015

Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure flawless operation,
seamless fit and 'real world' durability. Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with
a two year warranty. Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

*2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.
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CB500X Travel Pack

35L Top Box Kit

Rear Carrier

A Matt Cynos Grey Top Box offering
35L of carrying capacity which can
store one full-face helmet and more.
Quick-locking and easily detachable.
Kit includes Rear Carrier, Top Box
Base and a Lock Kit.

A sturdy, black Rear Carrier with
integrated pillion grab rails that offers
convenient luggage storage space and
is essential if fitting a 35L Top Box.

Pannier Kit
A set of two aerodynamically shaped Panniers especially designed to look fully
integrated on the CB500X. Kit includes a Pannier Stay Set and Pannier Support Kit.

Colour-matched Pannier Covers

Mainstand

A set of colour-matched pannier lid
panels to add a touch of colour to the
29L Pannier Kit.

A necessity for more secure parking
on variable ground surfaces, a
Mainstand also facilitates cleaning
and rear wheel maintenance.

Please note: All prices include VAT but exclude fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice on
compatibility and a total fitted price, or call
the Honda Contact Centre on 0845 200 8000.
Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure flawless operation,
seamless fit and 'real world' durability. Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with
a two year warranty. Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

*2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.
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CB500X Sport Pack

Left Under Cowl

Mainstand

Knuckle Guards

Radiator Shroud Set

Add a sporty touch to your motorcycle
with this carbon-fibre effect replacement
Left Under Cowl. Matches the other
carbon-fibre effect accessories.

A necessity for more secure parking
on variable ground surfaces, a
Mainstand also facilitates cleaning
and rear wheel maintenance.

Set of two black Knuckle Guards that
attach to the handlebars to improve
wind and rain protection.

A set of carbon-fibre effect radiator
shrouds to give your bike a more
focussed look.

Under Cover

Deflector

Front Under Cover

Akrapovic Slip-on Exhaust

A 3-piece Belly Pan in carbon-fibre
effect to match the other carbon-fibre
effect accessories and add the finishing
touch to the CB500X.

A set of left and right black polyurethane
deflectors that fit to the upper fairing and
extend the amount of wind protection for
both rider and pillion.

Add a sporty touch to the front of your
CB500X with this carbon-fibre effect
Front Nose Cowl. Matches the other
carbon-fibre effect accessories.

Delivering great looks and increased
performance, this street legal Slip-on
Exhaust features laser engraved
Akrapovic logo, and conforms to all
exhaust system noise level regulations
for street use.

Please note: All prices include VAT but exclude fitting.

Please ask your local Dealer for advice on
compatibility and a total fitted price, or call
the Honda Contact Centre on 0845 200 8000.
Issue date: 06/2015

Terms and Conditions apply. Please ask a salesperson for full details.

Honda Genuine Accessories. Tested rigorously to ensure flawless operation,
seamless fit and 'real world' durability. Guaranteed to provide long-lasting value with
a two year warranty. Honda designed and engineered, for you and your Honda.

*2 year warranty only available when purchased with a new Honda motorcycle, otherwise 12 months.

